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Abstract

Gravitational accretion in the rings of Saturn is studied with localN-body simulations, taking into account the dissipative impacts
gravitational forces between particles. Common estimates of accretion assume that gravitational sticking takes place beyond a cert
(Roche distance) where the self-gravity between a pair of ring particles exceeds the disrupting tidal force of the central object, the e
of this distance depending on the ring particles’ internal density. However, the actual physical situation in the rings is more com
the growth and stability of the particle groups being affected also by the elasticityand friction in particle impacts, both directly via sticking
probabilities and indirectly via velocity dispersion, as well as by the shape, rotational state and the internal packing density of th
particle groups. These factors are most conveniently taken into account viaN-body simulations. In our standard simulation case of iden
1 m particles with internal density of solid ice,ρ = 900 kg m−3, following the Bridges et al., 1984 elasticity law, we find accretion bey
a = 137,000–146,000 km, the smaller value referring to a distance where transient aggregates are first obtained, and the larger va
distance where stable aggregates eventually form in every experiment lasting 50 orbital periods. Practically the same result is obtained
a constant coefficient of restitutionεn = 0.5. In terms ofrp parameter, the sum of particle radii normalized by their mutual Hill radius
above limit for perfect accretion corresponds torp < 0.84. Increased dissipation (εn = 0.1), or inclusion of friction (tangential force 10% o
normal force) shifts the accretion region inward by about 5000 km. Accretion is also more efficient in the case of size distributio
q = 3 power law extending over a mass range of 1000, accretion shifts inward by almost 10,000 km. The aggregates forming in simulatio
via gradual accumulation of particles are synchronously rotating.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although the main bulk of Saturn ring’s mass is a
sumed to reside in particles in 1–5 m radius range, there
some indirect observational evidence of larger aggreg
(Showalter and Nicholson, 1990; Showalter, 1998; Fre
and Nicholson, 2000). F ring contains arcs(Nicholson et
al., 1996; Charnoz et al., 2001)and bodies that are assum
to be clumps of smaller particles(Bosh and Rivkin, 1996
Roddier et al., 2000; McGhee et al., 2001). Showalter (1998
found from Voyager images that the longitudinal brig
ness showed short lived brightenings, which he interpr

* Corresponding author. Fax: +358-8-553-1934.
E-mail address:raine.karjalainen@oulu.fi(R. Karjalainen).
0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2004.05.022
to result from micro-meteoroid bombardment to moon
that have dust on their surface. LaterPoulet et al. (2000
andBarbara and Esposito (2002)explained these bursts
a result from collisions between the moonlets in the c
of the F ring. So, there are plenty of reasons to bel
that clumps or smaller moonlets exist in Saturn’s rings e
though none have yet been directly detected. Dynam
N -body models(Salo, 1992b, 1995)also indicate a gravi
tational growth of particle aggregates in the outer part
the rings, provided that the internal density of particle
not much below that of solid ice. These results are a
supported by 3-body orbital integrations(Ohtsuki, 1993;
Morishima and Salo, 2004).

Historically, the boundary between ring and satellite re
gion has been discussed in terms of Roche limit. The cla
cal Roche limit refers to an idealized situation of a synch
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nously rotating liquid satellite(i.e., a body without materia
strength), distorted by tidal and centrifugal forces. In 18
Roche showed (seeChandrasekhar, 1969) that the critical
minimum value for the orbital radii a inside which no clos
equipotential surface can exist is

(1)
a

Rp
= 2.456

(
ρp

ρ

)1/3

,

whereRp and ρp are the mean radius and density of t
planet, whileρ denotes the density of the satellite. Howev
if an actual satellite with a non-zero internal strength w
brought toward the planet, it would survive tidal forces ev
at much closer distances(Aggarwal and Oberbeck, 1974).

Likewise, ring particles are located inside the class
Roche limit, but accretion can still take place, provided t
the net attraction between a pair of particles in contact is to
ward each other. When two radially aligned solid spher
particles with the same internal density and equal size ro
synchronously, the net attraction is zero at

(2)
a

Rp
= 2.29

(
ρp

ρ

)1/3

.

When we have a small particle on the surface of a m
larger synchronously rotating particle, there is no net att
tion at

(3)
a

Rp
= 1.44

(
ρp

ρ

)1/3

(Weidenschilling et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1984). For ice,
with internal densityρ = 900 kg m−3, the estimates(2) and
(3) correspond to 122,000 and 77,000 km for Saturn’s rings
These can be compared to semianalytical criteria derived by
Ohtsuki (1993)and expressed in terms ofrp. These limiting
distances are identical to those for attainingrp = 1, where
rp is the sum of the particle radii scaled by their mut
Hill-radius (the semilength of the Hill-surface in the rad
direction)

(4)rp = (r1 + r2)/RHill ,

where

(5)RHill = a

(
m1 + m2

3M

)1/3

,

r1, r2, m1, andm2 denoting the radii and masses of the sm
particles rotating about the central object with a massM. For
Saturn’s rings we can write(Salo, 1995)

(6)rp = 0.77

(
ρ

900 kg m−3

)−1/3(
a

108 m

)−1 1+ µ1/3

(1+ µ)1/3
,

whereµ = m1/m2 is the mass ratio of the particles.
However, the conditionrp = 1 has only limited relevanc

for the actual sticking of particles, or to the stability
the formed aggregates, as it refers to a particle pair wi
specific mutual orientation, and with zero relative veloc
A more realistic estimate for sticking, taking into accou
the mutual velocities and different impact directions of
colliding particles, was obtained byOhtsuki (1993). He used
the condition that the Hill-energy of the pair after an imp
(or a sequence of impacts) needs to be negative for the p
become bound. He showed, in terms of 3-body integrati
that the sticking probability depends significantly on the
locity dispersion, and on the elasticity of impacts. Especially
the probability drops rapidly toward zero forrp > 2/3, in
which case the pair extends partially outside its Hill-surfa
In the realistic case of particle ensembles the situation is
ther complicated by the fact thatthe velocity dispersion itsel
is determined by the impacts and gravitational encoun
between particles. Collective gravitational effects may a
be important for accretion(Salo, 1992b). Moreover, the ac
cretional evolution and the evolution of velocity dispers
are coupled, as any forming aggregates will heat the sys
via gravitational scattering. The interaction between the
gregates themselves may also affect their growth.

In this study we address the onset of gravitational ac
tion in the outer parts of Saturn’s rings via numericalN -body
simulations, which at least to some degree allow for all
above mentioned complications. Our goal is to look h
different factors affect the distance beyond which accre
becomes possible. Section2 describes briefly the main ingre
dients of the computational method. In Section3 we discuss
the detection of aggregates in simulations, and in Secti4
results from an extensive series ofN -body experiments ar
reported. Finally, Section5 summarizes our results.

2. N -body simulation method

We use the local simulation method(Wisdom and Tre-
maine, 1988; Salo, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1995), to study the
conditions for the onset of accretion. Collisions and grav
tional interactions between the ring particles are both ta
into account. All calculations are restricted to a small
moving region inside the ring, orbiting with the circular a
gular velocityΩ at the distancea (seeFig. 1). The particles
leaving the calculation region are treated in terms of perio
boundary conditions which take into account the system
shear in the radial direction. Thus each time a particle lea
the calculation region, one of its image particles enter
with appropriately modified tangential velocity. Lineariz
equations of motion are employed, for thei = 1, . . . ,N par-
ticles with position vectors̄Ri ≡ (xi, yi, zi) and massesmi ,

(7)mi

(
ẍi − 2Ωẏi − 3Ω2xi

) = F
g
x + F

imp
x ,

(8)mi

(
ÿi + 2Ωẋi

) = F
g
y + F

imp
y ,

(9)mi(z̈i + Ω2zi) = F
g
z + F

imp
z ,

where thex-axis points to the radial direction, they-axis in
the direction of mean orbital motion andz-axis completes a
right-handed coordinate system. Equations(7)–(9)are valid
when x/a � 1, y/a � 1, z/a � 1, which conditions are
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Fig. 1.Schematic representation of the accretion simulation. The local cal-
culation cell (thick lines) and its surrounding eight nearest replicas a
shown,L denoting the width of the square-shaped calculation region. Th
dashed region represents a particle clump with a longest diameterD, ex-
tending partially over the periodic borders of the calculation region. Th
solid circle gives an example of the gravity calculation region with rad
Rgrav, around one of the particles in the clump (marked by the aster
Dashed lines indicate how the gravitycalculation region is copied to th
original calculation cell.Rgrav has two restrictions: (1)Rgrav > D, to as-
sure that each particle of the aggregate feels the gravity from all its
particles, and (2)Rgrav< L − D, in order to prevent the clump from fee
ing the gravity from its own image, over the periodic borders. Depending o
the number of simulation particlesN , the usedRgrav range between 30–7
particle radii (forN = 500–5000, respectively).

safely fulfilled in rings. The force in the right-hand side
cludes the forces affecting the particles during the impa
�F imp, as well as the mutual gravitational forces

(10)�Fg
i =

N∑
j=1
j �=i

−Gmimj

Rij

r3
ij

,

where �Rij ≡ �Ri − �Rj andrij ≡ | �Rij |.
In our recent simulationsof dense planetary rings(Salo et

al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2001)we have calculated the rin
self-gravity by using a particle–particle method for nea
gravity, combined with a particle–mesh calculation of the
fluence of more distant particles. Since the latter contribu
can be evaluated with the help of FFT, this made it feasib
achieve a large number of particles,N ∼ 104–105, required
for a realistic study of overstability in self-gravitating den
rings. In the present study, involving an extended surve
parameter space, we limit to a fairly small number of pa
cles,N � 5000, and to avoid any possible inaccuracy rela
to the grid-based force evaluation, calculate the self-gra
by direct summation, over all particle pairs within a giv
limiting distanceRgrav. As explained inSalo (1995), the
nearest images are considered in calculations for each
ticle pair. The radius of the gravity calculation region,Rgrav,
has two restrictions,

(11)Dclump< Rgrav< min

[
L

2
,L − Dclump

]
,

-

whereL is the total width of the square-shaped simulat
region andDclump is the maximum diameter of the aggr
gate which can form withN particles. The lower limit is
included to make sure that each particle in the aggre
feels the gravity of the every other particle in the same
gregate, whereas the upper limit prevents the image clu
(i.e., the copies of the same aggregate in the adjacen
age regions) from disturbing the aggregate we are study
In practice, the value ofDclump depends, besidesN , on the
shape and porosity of the forming aggregate; suitable va
for Rgrav fulfilling the condition(11) were determined via
preliminary simulations. Note, however, that due to limi
Rgrav the present experiments underestimate the long-r
gravitational effects, like the formation of gravitational wa
structures (see Section4.2.3) or the tidal interaction betwee
distinct clumps, if several large clumps form in the calcu
tion region.

The collisions between particles are modeled with
force method(Salo, 1995), mimicking the actual viscoelast
and frictional forces between impacting particles. In the c
of self-gravitating particles this method is clearly supe
over the often used method of treating impacts as ins
taneous velocity changes (see, e.g.,Wisdom and Tremaine
1988; Salo, 1987, 1991, 1992a, 1992b; Richardson, 19),
as no extra treatment is neededfor preventing artificial par
ticle overlaps. Also, the mere concept of individual impa
has no meaning if the gravity is strong enough to lead
particle sticking. Denoting by�R and �R′ the radius vector
of the two colliding particles, the mutual impact force is
vided into normal and tangential components

(12)�F imp = Fn�c + Ft�ct,

where�c = ( �R − �R′)/| �R − �R′|, is the unit vector in the di
rection joining the particle centers, and�ct the unit vector in
the direction of the component of the instantaneous ve
ity difference along the tangent plane of impact. The rela
acceleration of particles is determined by

(13)M̄
( �̈R − �̈R′) = �F imp,

whereM̄ = mm′/(m + m′) is the effective mass of the pa
the accelerations of individual particles follow from the con
servation of linear momentum. The normal force compon
is composed of a restoring harmonic force and a visc
damping force(Dilley, 1993),

(14)Fn(ξ) =
{

kξ + βξ̇, ξ > 0,

0, ξ � 0,

where ξ = (r + r ′) − | �R − �R′| is the penetration dept
(ξ � r + r ′) during impact,r and r ′ denoting the radii o
the impacting particles. The spring constant of the harm
force, k/M̄, and the dissipation parameter,β/M̄, are tied
to simple physical parameters defining the outcome of
impact: they are chosen in a manner that yields a desire
ration of the impact,Tdur, and a pre-determined value f
the normal coefficient of restitution,εn, defined as the rati
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of post and pre-collisional perpendicular velocity differen
Especially,

(15)Tdur ≈ π/ω0,

whereω0 =
√

k/M̄ is the undamped frequency of the ha
monic impact force (seeSalo, 1995, for details).1 Later in
this section we discuss how to chooseTdur in a manner tha
assures that the results are independent of this simul
parameter, while still keeping the total computing time m
ageable.

In the case surface friction is included, the particle sp
need also to be taken into account, since due to the to
affecting at the impact point there is a transfer of energy
tween translational and rotational degrees of freedom (
e.g.,Salo, 1987). The most often used method to descr
friction (e.g.,Salo, 1987; Longaretti, 1989; Hämeen-Antt
and Salo, 1993) is in terms of tangential coefficient of res
tution εt, defined in terms of the change in the tangen
velocity difference, in an analogous manner asεn. How-
ever, here we model friction by assuming that the tangen
component of force between the colliding particles is pro
portional to the normal force,

(16)Ft = −kfFn,

wherekf � 0 is the coefficient of friction. This treatmen
again has the advantage that it can also be applied in
case of gravitational sticking of particles, where the d
nition of instantaneous velocity change becomes amb
ous. The frictional force acts in the direction opposite
the instantaneous velocity difference along the impact plan
ct = (�vcoll − �vcoll · �c)/|�vcoll − �vcoll · �c|, with

(17)�vcoll = �v − (
r(�ω − �Ω) + r ′(�ω′ − �Ω)

) × �c,

where�v = �̇R − �̇R′ is the velocity difference between the pa
ticle centers and�ω and �ω′ denote the spin vectors of th
particles, measured in the inertial frame, and�Ω is the angu-
lar velocity vector of the rotating coordinate system:�ω − �Ω
and �ω′ − �Ω thus represent the spin vectors in the rotat
frame. The accelerations of the spin vectors due to im
torque depend on the internal mass distribution of partic
we treat the particles as homogeneous spheres, with a
ment of inertia 2/5mir

2
i , in which case

(18)mr �̇ω = m′r ′ �̇ω′ = −5

2
kfFn�c × �ct.

Similar model for friction was recently utilized inMorishima
and Salo (2004): note, however that their friction paramet
lf corresponds to72kf .

1 Strictly speaking,Tdur andεn refer to an impact between two particle
in a free space without any additional forces. However, these quantitie
be utilized to determine the values of the parameters in Eq.(14), applicable
also in the case of gravitational sticking of particles.
,

-

Most of our simulations employ a velocity-depend
normal coefficient of restitution,

(19)εn(vn) = max

[(
vn

vc

)−0.234

,0.25

]
,

when vn > vc , otherwiseεn(vn) is set to unity. According
to Bridges et al. (1984)laboratory measurements this ty
of relation withvc ≈ 0.0077 cm s−1 represents well the be
havior of frost covered ice at low temperatures. Also sim
lations with constantεn = 0.1 and 0.5 were performed. The
choice of the friction coefficient is more problematic, sin
relevant laboratory measurements exist only for the
gential coefficient of restitutionεt. Considering the chang
of tangential and normal velocity components in impa
vt = |�vcoll − vn�c| andvn = �v · �c, one obtains

(20)kf = 2

7

(1− εt)vt

(1+ εn)vn
.

Thus, there is no one-to-one correspondence betweenkf and
εt, their relation depending on the direction of the impa
According toSupulver et al. (1995), εt ≈ 0.9 for glancing
1 cm/sec impacts of ice particles, which indicates a rat
smallkf , perhaps of the order of 0.01–0.1.

In the force method the particle orbits through each im
pact are numerically integrated, and a certain minimum
number of steps per impact duration is needed for a suffic
accuracy. At the same time, the total number of simula
steps is determined by orbital timescales. Therefore, u
a very small impact duration would imply excessive CP
time-consumption. The main advantage of the chosen
ear force model, in comparison to more realistic, physic
motivated models (see, e.g., the Hertzian impact model
cussed inSpahn et al., 1995), is that in the linear model th
duration of the impact is independent of impact velocity, a
can be easily scaled to any desired value, by modifyingω0.
Thus instead of using actual impact durations of� 1 sec
(Bridges et al., 2001), we typically employ impact dura
tions which are about a factor of 50 larger. This allow
significant reduction in the required total number of simu
tion steps, while the impact duration is still short enough
prevent the orbital motion or self-gravity during the impa
from causingεn to deviate significantly from that in the ca
of more realistic short impact duration.

The orbital integrations are carried out with RK4 (four
order Runge–Kutta integrator), employing time steps
the order of 10−5 orbital periods (to ensure about 5
steps/impact duration). However, to speed up the calcu
tions, self gravitational forces are updated less freque
typically every�T ∼ 10−3 orbital periods. Since the typica
relative movements between particles during�T are only a
few percent of particle radii, ouroriginal calculations treate
self-gravitational forces fixed during�T . Here we followed
the earlier simulations inSalo (1995), which showed that this
approximation works well even in the case of modera
strong self-gravity, regarding the details of wake structur
the initial formation of particle aggregates. However, dur
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the course of the present study we noted that this app
mation is unsuitable for following the long-term evoluti
of aggregates, since in the case of aggregates it introdu
secular energy input proportional to�T (seeAppendix A),
which eventually leads to an artificial rotational instabil
of the formed aggregates. A simple remedy is to replace
constant gravity during�T with a linear approximation,

(21)�Fg = �Fg(t0) + �̇Fg(t − t0), (t − t0) < �T,

where �̇Fg is calculated by taking into account the parti

positions and velocities at the timet0. Since �̇Fg can be con-
structed at the same time as�Fg itself is calculated, this mean
a very small extra CPU time consumption. In the case o
aggregate, the remaining secular energy error is proport
to �T 3, having no practical significance in comparison t
other inaccuracies in simulations.

We also study how the inclusion of particle size dis
bution affects the onset of gravitational accretion. In th
experiments a power-law size distribution is used,

(22)dN/dr ∝ r−q,

whereq = 3 and 0.5 m< r < 5.0 m. In principle, the grav
itational sticking of unequal sized particles is easier t
that of equal-size particles (see Eqs.(2)–(4)), although this
tendency is to some degree opposed by the larger vel
dispersion achieved by the small particles in a system
a mixture of sizes. For the maximal mass ratio of simula
particles,µ = 1000, therp parameter is about 0.69 times that
for an identical particle pair withµ = 1, for a fixed distance
and internal density. According to Voyager I radio occulta
tion measurements(Marouf et al., 1983)the size distribution
in Saturn’s rings can be approximated by this type of pow
law, though with a considerably smaller lower cut-off s
∼ 1 cm. In this case, the maximal reduction ofrp parame-
ter is slightly larger, being practically identical to that f
µ → ∞, or about 0.63. Thus, although our size range
heavily truncated, it should still mimic fairly well the effects
of a realistic, more extended size range. Likewise, the m
range of 1000 should already be wide enough to yield a
most asymptotic value for the ratio of velocity dispersio
between the smallest and largest particles of the size dis
ution (seeSalo, 1992a).

In our standard simulation modelN = 500 identical par-
ticles with 1-m radius are simulated, using the Bridges e
velocity-dependent elasticity model, with no friction,kf = 0.
The optical depthτ = 0.25 and the internal density of par
cles is 900 kg m−3, yielding a surface density of 300 kg m−2.
The time step�T for gravitational calculation is 0.001 or-
bital periods, and the spring constant in impact calculat
corresponds toω0/Ω = 400 (impact durationTdur = 1/800
orbital periods). In what follows, we vary in turn each of t
parameters of this standard model, and observe how th
cretion tendency is modified: both the parameters relate
the simulation method (�T,ω0,N ), and the physical para
meters (εn, kf, dN/dr, τ ) are studied. Since the accretion
a

l

-

-

statistical in nature, a series of 20 simulations is perform
for each set of parameters, varying the seed of the ran
number generator in the creation of the initial particle
sitions and velocities. The simulations are performed
saturnocentric distances between 120,000–150,000 km (rp
between 1.0–0.8, respectively), the exact range depen
on the parameter values, chosen to cover the distances
regions where no accretion is observed to distances w
accretion occurs in every simulation.

3. Detecting accretion in simulations

In the case of flattened planetary rings the self-gra
between particles promotes the grouping of particles. T
gravitational instability is opposed by the particles’ rand
velocity dispersion and by the differential rotation, ten
ing to dissolve any forming condensations. As long as
Toomre parameter(Toomre, 1964),

(23)Q = crΩ

3.36GΣ
,

wherecr is the radial velocity dispersion andG is the grav-
itational constant, exceeds at least a few times unity,
collective gravitational instability is completely avoided, a
the system remains practically uniform: the effect of gr
ity is seen mainly in the enhanced impact frequency, an
the increased velocity dispersion induced by individual
nary encounters. This is the case for low optical depth r
(Σ is small), or for rings located near the planet (Ω is large).
However, if the optical depth and thusΣ increases, or if a
ring location further away from the planet is inspected, s
that Q falls below about 2, the collective gravity togeth
with differential rotation leads to the formation of shear
tilted wake structures, individual wakes forming and d
solving in a time scale∼ orbital period. These wakes a
analogous to the transient wakes produced by orbiting m
enhancements in a stellar disk(Julian and Toomre, 1966
Toomre and Kalnajs, 1991), except that due to dissipativ
impacts between particles, the system is able to op
the gravitational heating induced by the wakes themse
leading to a statistical steady-state with a continuous
generation of new wakes. The average tilt angle of wa
with respect to tangential direction is determined by
gradient of the systematic velocity field, corresponding
about 20◦ for the Keplerian case; the typical radial spa
ing between wakes is close to Toomre’s critical wavelen
(Toomre, 1964)

(24)λcr = 4π2GΣ/κ2,

where the epicyclic frequencyκ equalsΩ for the Keplerian
case. For Saturn’s A ring the expectedλcr ∼ 50–100 m.

As the strength of gravity relative to the tidal force fu
ther increases with an increasedplanetocentric distance, th
wakes, besides becoming gradually stronger, also sta
show an increased tendency for degrading into local clum
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Fig. 2. Examples of simulations performed for different saturnocentric distances. Standard simulation values, i.e., identical particles, velocity-dependent
coefficient of restitution,τ = 0.25, andkf = 0 are used, except thatN = 5000. The sizeL = 250 m. For comparison,L/λcr = 5.48 and 3.95 for a = 130,000
and 145,000 km, respectively. The numbers on top of each frame indicate the value ofHq, calculated withqH = 5, mx = my = 32.
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This tendency follows from the gravitational sticking of i
dividual particles, as therp parameter for the particle pa
(or a particle and a wake) falls below unity. Similar pa
wise sticking of particles, leading to a formation of partic
clumps, takes place also in low optical depths, without a
mation of collective wake structures. Typical examples
both wakes and particle accretion are displayed inFig. 2,
see alsoSalo (1995), Daisaka and Ida (1999), Daisaka et al.
(2001), andOhtsuki and Emori (2000)for more examples o
the wake structure.

Defining accretion with visualdetection from simulation
snapshots is somewhat subjective. Beyond a certain dist
the clumps eventually merge into a one or few aggrega
containing practically all simulation particles: in this ca
the detection of accretion is unambiguous. However, slig
inside this distance there is a transition zone, where it is h
to distinguish between a temporary, radially elongated
gregate and a wake, especially if the latter happens to
an almost radial temporary orientation. Also, the time scal
for the formation of aggregates can become very long,
ceeding the reasonable length of simulations.

Altogether, we have been experimenting with three dif
ent methods for defining accretion in simulations, with
first two related to a subjective detection of particle clum
,

(1) The first method is based on the criteria that a dist
particle clump (containing at least tens of particles
contact) must survive for a certain minimum numb
of orbital periods. If this is the case, the simulation
counted among those producing at least temporary
cretion. Performing several simulations with the sa
distance and parameter values, we can then define
probability of accretion corresponding to this distan
by dividing the number of simulations where aggrega
are detected by the total number of simulations (ty
cally 20).

(2) In the second, closely related method, the time in
val in the simulation where an aggregate is presen
recorded. The accretion probability is defined as the
tal occurrence time interval of aggregates, in 20 sepa
simulations, divided by the total duration of these sim
lations.

In both methods, the snapshots corresponding to the
tial evolution are discarded, to avoid the sensitivity to ex
starting conditions. In the standard case withτ = 0.25, or
with τ > 0.25, we discard the first 10 orbital periods, a
ter which time the system has already achieved a sta
cal steady-state independent of initial values; forτ = 0.1
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perio

valu

ate, the
Fig. 3. Comparison of different methods for measuring accretion in simulations. The standard parameter values are used (the same as inFig. 2, except with
N = 500). For each distance 20 simulations with different seed were performed, each lasting 50 orbital periods. In each case, the 10 initial orbitalds are
discarded from the analysis. (a) The fractionalnumber of simulations leading to accretion. A simulation run was counted among those leading to accretion if
at least one distinct particle clump was detected in visual inspection of simulation snapshots, surviving at least two (solid line), or eight (dashedline) orbital
periods. (b) The fractional time aggregates were present in simulations, based on the same visual inspection as used in frame (a). (c) The averagee of
Renyi entropyHq (Eq.(25)), measuring the clumpiness of the particle distribution: smaller values ofHq indicate larger deviations from uniform distribution).
The parametersmx = my = 10 andqH = 5 are adopted. AlthoughHq does not distinguish between a tilted wake, and a more or less spherical aggreg
trend is similar to that in frames (a) and (b), showing thatHq provides an objective way for detecting aggregate formation.
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and 0.05, we discard 16 orbital periods. The detection
clumps is based mainly on snapshots of particle posit
stored every two orbital periods, but to assure the iden
of the clump, also other indicators like the impact freque
and velocity dispersion (stored about 10 times/orbital pe-
riod) are utilized. Since the typical time scale of individu
strong wakes is only of the order of one orbital period
clump seen in two consecutive snapshots is almost alwa
genuine temporary aggregate, and not a misidentified w
Also, requiring the clump to survive, say 8 orbital perio
instead of 2, leads to essentially similar result. The first
frames inFig. 3 show the results of these two methods,
our standard simulation case.

(3) The third, more objective way to study accretion is
use Renyi entropy (see, e.g.,Spahn et al., 1997, who
used it in their study of clustering of granular asse
blies). For the calculation of Renyi entropy each simula
.

tion snapshot is divided intom = mx × my rectangular
subregions, and the number of particles in each su
gion is registered. The normalized Renyi entropy is t
defined as

(25)Hq = 1

1− qH

log
∑m

l=1 p
qH
l

logm
,

wherep is the probability of finding an particle in th
in lth sub-box, and the exponentqH > 1. Thus, if the
particles are uniformly distributed,p ≈ 1/m, implying
Hq ≈ 1, whereas if the particles are non-uniformly d
tributed,Hq is reduced,Hq reaching zero if all particle
become concentrated in just one subregion. Altho
Hq in itself does not directly distinguish between a wa
and a particle group, it proves out to be a valuable
jective method for detecting the increased clumpine
associated with the degradation of wakes into ag
gates: fromFig. 3 (the frame in the right) we can se
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e

Fig. 4. (Left) The standard simulation series ofFig. 3 is used for checking how the number of subdivisionsm = mx × my affects the obtainedHq values.
Labels indicate the value ofmx = my . The thick line with asterisks indicates the chosen standard values, used in all subsequent plots. (Right) The dependenc
of Hq onqH, for mx = my = 10. Thick line again shows the adopted valueqH = 5.
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that Renyi entropy gives very similar results compare
to methods based on visual detection of the aggreg
Like in the two other frames, the first 10 orbital p
riods of the initial evolution are discarded, the sho
values corresponding to〈Hq〉 during the rest of the
run.

For a given particle distribution the numerical value
Hq depends on the number of sub-regionsm and the expo-
nent qH. For example, this concerns the background le
for smalla, corresponding to the statistical graininess of
system in the presences of wakes, and the magnitude o
change inHq which takes place when wakes transform
clumps with increasing distance. However, the qualita
trend ofHq with distance, in runs performed with a fixe
number of particles, is not sensitive to the exact choice
these parameters (seeFig. 4). For our standardN = 500 par-
ticle case we chooseqH = 5, andm = 100, corresponding
to the average number of 5 particles/subregion. In genera
runs with different elastic properties (using the sameN ) can
be directly compared with the samem andqH. The situation
is more complicated when systems with different numbe
of particles are compared. In this casem is again chosen
to yield the same average number of 5 particles/subregion.
The value for the exponentqH, however, is adjusted sep
rately for each case, in a manner that yields the sameHq
in a correspondingnon-self-gravitatingrun. This makes the
levels of Hq between differentN ’s comparable in the re
gion of smalla (except for the differences due to differe
strengths of wakes), and the distances whereHq’s start to
change abruptly due to formation of clumps are easily
tected (note that we do not care about the amplitude of
change inHq in the accretion region as this depends onqH).

Finally, it must be noted that the Renyi entropy does
have any special physical significance. For example, the
.
ticle auto-correlation function would certainly provide mo
accurate means for the detection and characterization of par
ticle aggregates, being however much more time consum
to calculate. To give a visual impression of the meaning
Hq values,Fig. 5 compares the time-evolution ofHq in the
various simulation runs whose snapshots were depicte
Fig. 2

4. Results

4.1. Scaling withrp

As discussed inOhtsuki (1993)in terms of 3-body inte-
grations, the probability for pairwise gravitational sticking
impacts is determined solely in terms of (1) the strength
gravity via therp parameter, (2) the elasticity of impacts, a
(3) the rms-impact velocity scaled to the mutual escape v
locity. In low optical depth rings, the velocity dispersion, a
thus also the rms-impact velocity, depends on the comb
effects of mutual physical impacts and gravitational enco
ters, via the energy balance involving the collisional dissi
tion and the viscous gain of energy arising both due to
pacts and gravitational forces (see, e.g.,Stewart et al., 1984
Schmidt et al., 1999). When a constant coefficient of res
tution is below its critical value (εcr = 0.627 for τ → 0,
Goldreich and Tremaine, 1978; Araki, 1991; Ohtsuki, 199),
the collisional viscous transfer of energy from the syste
atic velocity field will always maintain a minimum velocit
dispersion of the order ofvimp = krΩ , wherek is a numer-
ical factor of the order of unity, its exact value depend
on εn. The gravitational heating on the other hand tend
maintain a velocity dispersion of the order of escape ve
ity, vesc= √

2Gm/r (seeSalo, 1995, Fig. 15; Ohtsuki, 199
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of Renyi entropyHq in the simulation examples shown inFig. 2. ParametersqH = 5 andmx = my = 32 were used.
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Fig. 12). In terms ofrp parameter,

(26)vimp/vesc= k(εn)/
√

24 r
3/2
p .

Thus the ratio of rms-impact velocities to the escape velo
will depend only onεn andrp. In larger optical depths, th
rms-impact velocities are affected also by the velocity
turbances connected to gravitational wakes, which accord
ing to Eq.(23) imply a velocity dispersion of the order o
vgrav ∼ cr = 3.36QGΣ/Ω (mainly due to systematic mo
tions between wakes; the local velocity dispersion inside
wakes may even remain close to escape velocity, see
tion 4). For identical particlesΣ = mτ/(πr2), so that

(27)vgrav/vesc≈ 2.6Qr
−3/2
p τ.

This introduces a possible optical depth dependence to s
ing probabilities, but most importantly, no explicit depe
dence on the internal density or distance, besides that vi
rp parameter∝ 1

ρ1/3a
. The same conclusion holds also in t

case of size distribution. Thus, in the case of constantεn, the
results of simulations performed with some specific inte
density and distance can be readily scaled to any other v
of ρ.

In the case of velocity-dependentεn, the dimensiona
scale parameter present in the elasticity law, likevc in
Eq. (19), complicates the situation, as the equilibrium
locity dispersion maintained by impacts will depend on b
rΩ andvc . In this case thevimp/vesc ratio may depend o
the distance viavc/(rΩ), besidesrp. Especially in the cas
of large vc, corresponding to a slowly decreasingεn(vn)

relation, the steady-state velocity dispersion will scale p
portional tovc (Salo, 1991, 2001; Ohtsuki, 1999), whereas
in the case of smallervc (rapid drop of elasticity with im-
pact velocity), the steady-state is less sensitive tovc. The
-

-

former case corresponds to a multilayer steady-state w
the latter one relates to a near mono-layer state. Thu
least in principle, separate runs would be needed to s
the distance dependence of accretion for differentρ ’s. Nev-
ertheless, for meter sized particles the steady-state beh
implied by the Bridges et al. elasticity law is very close
that for εn = constant∼ 0.5, so that the expected effect
small. This is verified inFig. 6, comparing the accretion ve
susrp in two sets of runs, performed withρ = 450 kg m−3

and 900 kg m−3. In the former case, the particle radius a
size of the calculation region have both been increase
a factor of two, to keep the optical depth and surface d
sity unaltered (for identical particlesτ = Nπr2/L2 and
Σ = 4/3τρr). Because of the increased particle radius,
velocity dispersion due to impacts, scaled byrΩ , is slightly
reduced, leading to a somewhat easier gravitational stick
However, the radial shift between the curves is not very
nificant, of the order of only one percent inrp. For compari-
son, the figure also shows corresponding curves forεn = 0.5,
in which case the difference incurves follows just from sta
tistical uncertainties.

In conclusion, the distances of accretion obtained forρ =
900 kg m−3 can be safely scaled to any other internal den
also for a velocity-dependentεn according toBridges et al.
(1984)law, according to the formula

(28)aacc(ρ) = aacc
(
900 kg m−3)( ρ

900 kg m−3

)−1/3

.

4.2. Independence of simulation parameters

Before looking at the effects of various physical param
ters, we need to make sure that the results are not sen
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tional
for
Fig. 6. Check of the accuracy of therp scaling with velocity-dependent coefficient of restitution. The curves at left compareHq versusrp parameter for the

standard simulation case with Bridges et al. elasticity law and the internal densityρ = 900 kg m−3, and a corresponding series except withρ = 450 kg m−3.
Note that therp values correspond to different physical distances in these two simulation series, and the difference between curves comes from the addi
distance dependence implied by the dimensional scale parameter in theBridges et al. (1984)law. For comparison, the frame at right shows similar series
εn = 0.5, the difference of curves now following solely from statistical uncertainties.
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Table 1
Summary of accretion distances I: simulation parameter checka

Accretion beginsb (rp) Continuous accretionb (rp) Comment

ω0/Ω

3200 137,000 km (0.889) 143,000 km (0.852) Fig. 7a
1600 135,000 km (0.903) 145,000 km (0.840)
800 135,000 km (0.903) 145,000 km (0.840)
400 137,000 km (0.889) 146,000 km (0.835)
200 138,000 km (0.883) 146,000 km (0.835)
100 139,000 km (0.877) 147,000 km (0.829)

�T

0.0010 137,000 km (0.889) 146,000 km (0.835) Fig. 7b
0.0050 136,000 km (0.896) 145,000 km (0.840)

N

500 137,000 km (0.889) 146,000 km (0.835) Figs. 7c–7d
1000 137,000 km (0.889) 145,000 km (0.840)
2000 136,000 km (0.896) 143,000 km (0.852)
5000 135,000 km (0.903) 142,000 km (0.858)

a Based on visual detection of aggregates. Beginning of accretion c
sponds to a distance where an aggregate was first obtained in at least
the 20 simulations lasting 50 orbital periods. Continuous accretion refers
a distance where every simulation lead to an aggregate.

b Mass-ratiom1/m2 = 1 is used for the calculation ofrp in the parenthe-
sis.

to simulation-method related parameters, the time step�T

for the gravitational calculations, or the spring constan
the force model for impacts. Also, the number of partic
used in the simulations might have an influence on the
tained accretion. These checks are done by using the
dard model parameters introduced in Section2, except for
the studied parameter. Also, when varying the numbe
simulation particlesN , the size of the simulation area
changed to keep the fixed optical depthτ = 0.25. Results
of these tests are shown inFig. 7, and also inTable 1, sum-
f

-

marizing the accretion distances based on the method
Section2.

4.2.1. Spring constant
Previous force model simulations(Salo, 1995; Salo et al

2001)have indicated that the results (e.g., the steady-s
velocity dispersion, the strength of gravity wake structur
are not sensitive to the adopted spring constant, as lon
the impact duration is small compared to orbital timesc
(say less than 0.01 orbital periods). In a non-gravitating c
it is also easy to verify that the results are identical to th
obtained by using instantaneous velocity changes in imp
For longer impact durations, the actually obtained value
εn may start to deviate from that corresponding to a reali
short impact duration, due to the orbital motion during
impact, and due to the prolonged influence of gravity dur
the impact. Also, the maximal impact frequency is limit
by the finite duration of the impact.

The restrictions for the allowable spring constant mi
be more severe in the present rather extreme case, fo
ing on the gravitational sticking of particles. In this case,
impact duration looses its meaning, a strong enough g
ity leading to a situation where the particles can remain
contact after an impact, or a series of impacts, with a sl
residual overlap in radius (this is different from the unco
trolled overlaps in the instantaneous impact method). T
overlap amounts to (equating the harmonic impact force
the mutual gravity of a particle pair in contact),

(29)
ξ

r + r ′ ∼ 3(ω0/Ω)−2r−3
p ,

and is thus completely negligible, concerning for exam
the volume density of a forming aggregate (note that in
center of a large aggregate with massMclump and diame-
ter Dclump, the hydrostatic pressure will be proportional
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f

Fig. 7. Check of the effect of simulation-related parameters on accretion. In (a) different spring constants of force model are compared, labeled by the harmonic
frequency,ω0/Ω (in each case a different dissipation parameter,β in Eq. (14) was also applied, to give the same velocity-dependentεn). In (b) the effect of
the gravity update interval,�T , measured in orbital periods. The improved gravity calculation method is used, Eq.(21). In (c) the effect of the number o
simulation particles, shown in terms of Renyi entropyHq, with them,qH scaling explained in the text:qH = 5,6.5,7.5, and 9.0 for N = 500,1000,2000, and
5000, respectively. (d) Same as (c) with visual inspection, using the method 1 described in Section2.
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clump, and a similar reasoning that leads to Eq.(29)

indicates a residual overlap proportional to(Dclump/r)2.
This effect, however remains small for the number of p
ticles we have used). Nevertheless, the particles are fr
separate if a sufficient velocity impulse is provided by
impacting third particle. The stability of the forming aggr
gate against such external velocity impulses may depen
the force model parameters, since a smaller spring con
(longer impact duration) reduces the rate by which the
gregate can dissipate the injected energy.

For this reason, a wide range of spring constants
checked (Fig. 7a), extending fromω0/Ω = 100 to 3200, the
last value corresponding to an impact duration of the o
of just 10 seconds, thus already approaching the physi
realistic values. Although a small inward shift of the acc
tion boundary is seen whenω0/Ω is increased, most likel
due to the enhanced maximal dissipation, the overall e
t

is small: our standardω0/Ω = 400 can be expected to giv
correct distances for accretion with about 1% accuracy.

4.2.2. Time interval of gravity updates
With the improved gravity calculation method, Eq.(21),

the results are not sensitive to�T (Fig. 7b). A small outward
shift of accretion boundary isseen if a very long time ste
is used (0.005 orbital periods= 5 times our standard value
the difference being however less than 0.5%. Moreover
results we obtain for the onset of accretion with the stand
value�T = 0.001 orbital periods are practically identic
to those we obtained with the previous method, using c
stant forces during�T . However, with longer time scale
the differences between methods become evident, re
to the secular error of the previous method: the aggreg
which are completely stable with the new method, cont
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Table 2
Summary of accretion distances II: effect of physical parametersa

Accretion beginsb

(rp)
Continuous accretionb

(rp)
Comment

εn
0.1 127,000 km(0.960) 140,000 km(0.870) Fig. 8a
0.5 136,000 km(0.896) 144,000 km(0.846)
εn(vn) 137,000 km(0.889) 146,000 km(0.835)

Friction
no 137,000 km(0.889) 146,000 km(0.835) Fig. 8b
0.01 137,000 km(0.889) 146,000 km(0.835)
0.05 133,000 km(0.916) 140,000 km(0.870)
0.1 129,000 km(0.945) 139,000 km(0.877)
0.5 124,000 km(0.983) 133,000 km(0.916)

Size distr.c 122,000 km(0.999) 134,000 km(0.909) Fig. 9
(0.692)d (0.630)d

τ

0.05e 143,000 km(0.852) 151,000 km(0.807) Fig. 10
0.10e 141,000 km(0.864) 147,000 km(0.829)
0.25 137,000 km(0.889) 146,000 km(0.835)
0.50 136,000 km(0.896) 142,000 km(0.858)
0.75 136,000 km(0.896) 142,000 km(0.858)

a Limiting distances determined as inTable 1.
b Mass-ratiom1/m2 = 1 is used for the calculation ofrp in the parenthe-

sis.
c Lower and upper size limits are 0.5 and 5.0 m, respectively. The power

index for a power-law size distribution isq = 3.
d Mass-ratiom1/m2 = 1000 is used.
e These simulations lasted for 1000 orbital periods.

ously leak particles with the older method, due to a rotatio
instability (seeAppendix A).

4.2.3. Number of simulation particles
The number of simulation particlesN is crucial for the

CPU time consumption, which scales∝ N2 with the used
method of direct particle–particle gravity. Therefore, it
desirable to be able to perform the survey with the va
of N as small as possible, without biasing the results
much.Figures 7c and 7dcompare runs with our standa
parameters, except thatN varies from 500 to 5000: sinc
the comparison ofHq in runs with differentN ’s is some-
what uncertain, also results from the visual detection met
are shown. A small inward shift of accretion is visible f
larger N ’s, most likely caused by the somewhat stron
wake structure with largerN , wakes acting as seeds for t
aggregate formation. According toSalo (1995), a simulation
region covering at least about 4λcr in the tangential direction
combined withRgrav > 2λcr, is needed to approximate th
full strength of wakes. In the simulations ofFig. 7, L/λcr ≈
1.7

√
N/500, varying from 1.7 to 5.4 asN increases, leadin

to about 20% increase in the resultingQ parameter. Thus
although the wakes are present in our 500 particle ex
iments, their strength is underestimated in compariso
the actual strength the wakes should have. Another, tho
much less significant effect is due to the increased max
Table 3
Steady-state properties of identical particle simulationsa

ctotal
[cm s−1]

clocal
[cm s−1]

clocal/vesc Q L/λcr Impacts/orbit

εn
0.1 0.17 0.09 1.23 2.69 1.73 168
0.5 0.15 0.11 1.57 2.31 1.73 70
εn(vn) 0.14 0.10 1.46 2.27 1.73 58

kf
0.00 0.14 0.10 1.46 2.27 1.73 58
0.01 0.15 0.10 1.47 2.35 1.73 66
0.05 0.15 0.10 1.39 2.35 1.73 97
0.1 0.16 0.10 1.37 2.55 1.73 128

τ

0.05 0.08 0.08 1.14 6.48 8.66 2.1
0.1 0.09 0.08 1.16 3.38 4.33 5.3
0.25 0.14 0.10 1.46 2.27b 1.73 58
0.5 0.22 0.12 1.64 1.69b 0.87 251
0.75 0.30 0.13 1.78 1.57b 0.75 405

a Quantities characterizing the steady-state properties of the simul
systems of Section4.3, at a fixed distancea = 130,000 km, just inside the
region where accretion starts.

b The reduction ofQ with τ in these simulations is due to reduced size
the simulation system measured in terms ofL/λcr.

mass ratio which can be obtained between an aggregat
an individual particle whenN is increased. This reduces th
aggregate-particlerp parameter, promoting the sticking
new particles. However, this effect does not affect the
tial pairwise sticking of particles, becoming significant on
for aggregates containing nearly all the particles in the s
ulation. Altogether, the uncertainty caused on the accre
distances when using just 500 particles seems tolerable

4.3. Dependence of accretion on physical quantities

In this section we study the influence of various phy
cal quantities on the distances where accretion is expe
The summary of accretion distances for different phys
parameters are shown inTable 2. In addition,Table 3lists
the velocity dispersions and impact frequencies in these
periments, for a common distancea = 130,000 km, charac-
terizing the steady-state properties in the region just in
the distances where significant accretion begins. Both lo
cal (clocal) and total(ctotal) velocity dispersion are listed: th
former is calculated from the relative velocities of neighb
ing particles (using 10 nearest neighbors; seeSalo, 1995).
Note that the local dispersion is more relevant for the p
wise gravitational sticking than the total dispersion, wh
includes also the systematic motions between the wake

4.3.1. Coefficient of restitution
In Fig. 8a, a velocity-dependent coefficient of restituti

is compared to two different constant values ofεn. Using
εn = 0.5 gives very similar results withεn(vn), as was al-
ready indicated inFig. 6. However, with the smaller elas
ticity, εn = 0.1, accretion occurs almost 10% closer to
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Fig. 8. In (a) velocity-dependent coefficient of restitution is compared to different constant values of restitution. In (b) different values for thecoefficient of
friction kf are compared, for the standard velocity-dependentεn model. In both cases accretion is measured withHq.
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planet. This enhanced accretion is caused by several fa
First of all, for fixedrp and velocity dispersion, the stickin
probability increases rapidly whenεn is reduced(Ohtsuki,
1993). In addition, stronger dissipation promotes the f
mation of gravitational wake structures, providing seeds
aggregate formation. InTable 3the stronger wake structu
is evidenced by the higherQ values (calculated by usin
total velocity dispersionctotal) for εn = 0.1; for the same
reason theHq levels for smalla’s in Fig. 8a are smaller fo
εn = 0.1 than forεn = 0.5. Simultaneouslyclocal becomes
smaller for smallerεn. Also impact frequency is enhance
by about a factor of two betweenεn = 0.1 and 0.5, speeding
up the formation of aggregates.

4.3.2. Friction between the colliding particles
Since friction enhances the collisional dissipation, ess

tial for particle sticking, it is not surprising that its inclusio
leads to accretion at smaller distances, in a similar fashio
reducingεn. In Fig. 8b, a fairly large range ofkf is studied,
due to the large inherent uncertainty in its actual value. In
case of weak friction (saykf = 0.01) its effect is fairly mar-
ginal. However, if for some reason the actual friction is m
effective, saykf = 0.1, an inward shift of several thousan
of kilometers can be expected.

A crude estimate can be made concerning the relation
tween the role of reducedεn and a non-zero friction. The en
ergy dissipation in impacts is proportional to (e.g.,Hämeen-
Anttila and Salo, 1993),

(30)�Ediss∝ 1

2

(
1− ε2

n

)〈
v2

n

〉 + 1

7

(
1− ε2

t

)〈
v2

t

〉
,

where vn and vt denote the perpendicular and tangen
components of the impact velocity and the pre-factor
the latter term differs from that of the first term since p
ticle spins are taken into account. In the case of ran
impact directions, and ignoring the small spin contribut
in Eq. (17), we can approximate〈v2

n〉 = 〈v2
t 〉 (averages ar
.

-

weighted according to probability of impact, proportional to
|vn|). Equation(30)can then be used to define an approxim
tive effective value ofεeff, which in the absence of frictio
would yield the same energy dissipation/impact as the ac
tual εn, εt values, by

(31)
(
1− ε2

eff

) = (
1− ε2

n

) + 2

7

(
1− ε2

t

)
.

Thus for example ifεn = 0.5 andεt = 0.4, this would im-
ply εeff ≈ 0.1. According to Eq.(20), for εn = 0.5, the value
kf = 0.1 corresponds roughly toεt = 0.4, provided that typ-
ical vt ∼ vn. Indeed, comparison of the curve forkf = 0.1 in
Fig. 8b and the curve forεn = 0.1 in Fig. 8a indicates this
rough estimate to be at least approximately valid.

4.3.3. Size distribution
The influence of including the particle size distribution

very clear, as can be anticipated based on Eq.(6). Compared
to the standard model with identical particles, our size dis
bution with maximal mass ratio of 1000 leads to an alm
10,000 km inward shift in the accretion boundary (Fig. 9),
in agreement with the few examples given inSalo (1995). In
terms of therp parameter for identical particles, the shift
accretion distance corresponds torp = 0.83→ 0.91. Never-
theless, this shift is not nearly as strong as could be expe
based on the difference in therp parameter calculated fo
the maximal mass ratioµ = 1000 and for identical parti
cles (they would differ by a factor of 0.7, see Section2).
This might indicate that the reducedrp value for the small-
est/largest particle pair is not the crucial factor, the ove
accretion depending perhaps more on the evolution o
termediate mass ranges. Another important factor, redu
the sticking efficiency of the smallest particles to the s
faces of the largest ones is the increased velocity dispe
of the small particles. In fact, according toTable 3, vimp/vesc
is smallest for the mutual impacts between the largest p
cles themselves. Indeed, an inspection of simulation snap
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easured
large

er
Fig. 9.Size distribution. Simulations with a power law size distribution are compared to the standard case of identical particles. In (a) accretion is m
with Hq while in (b) visual detection is used. SinceHq measures inhomogeneities in the number density distribution, it is not well suited for case with
differences in the masses of individual particles. Still, results for accretion when usingHq and visual inspection are fairly similar.

Fig. 10.Optical depth. Five different optical depths are compared,τ = 0.05,0.10,0.25,0.50, and 0.75 corresponding to surface densityΣ = 60,120,300,600,
and 900 kg m−2, respectively. Simulations for the optical depths 0.05 and 0.10 were extended to 1000 orbital revolutionsto account for the expected long
accretion timescale due to reduced impact frequency. In (a) accretion is measured withHq while in (b) visual detection is used. The scaled values forqH were
2,3.5,5.0,8.0, and 13, in the order of increasingτ .
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shots indicates that the particle aggregates seem to in
mainly via grouping of big particles, subsequently colle
ing smaller ones.

4.3.4. Optical depth
The optical depth at the outer parts of Saturn’s A ring

about 0.5–0.6, which is higher than in our standard mode
with τ = 0.25. Thus, larger values ofτ = 0.5 andτ = 0.75
were also studied (Fig. 10). Increasingτ from 0.25 to 0.50
makes the accretion more efficient, probably because t
are stronger wakes present (as indicated by the increase
tal velocity dispersion inTable 4, and the smallerHq values
in the non-accretion region, seeFig. 10a). Interestingly, in-
creasingτ even more, to 0.75, has a slight opposite effe
(this is not an artifact ofHq scaling, being also marginall
visible in Fig. 10b, displaying the fraction of simulation
-

leading to accretion), suggesting that the accretion tend
might also be suppressed due to crowding of particle
wakes, indicating frequent impacts between the seed ag
gates.

In addition, also smaller optical depths,τ = 0.1 and 0.05
were studied, in which case no wakes are present. The re
of accretion is seen to move significantly outward. Nev
theless, this could be largely due to the methods we us
measuring accretion, which areall sensitive to the timescal
of accretion, if this becomes comparable to the length
the simulation. To reduce this bias, the simulations of
τ were continued for 1000 orbital periods instead of 50
bits. On the other hand, the accretion at lowτ might be
genuinely more inefficient as in the absence of wakes
accretion must start and proceed in a pairwise fashion
collisions of individual particles and/or the formed small-N
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ils). The

verse
Fig. 11.Timescales of accretion. In (a) the accretion frequency, in units of orbital frequency, is compared for different optical depths (see text for deta
accretion time scale is indicated in the right-hand axis, in units of orbital periods. Dashed line indicates the upper limit for the obtained accretion frequency,
imposed by our sampling of snapshots every 2 orbital periods. In (b) the accretion frequency is measured with respect to impact frequency: the inof this
indicates the average number of impacts/particle before accretion has occurred in the simulation.
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aggregates. Impacts between such small rubble piles m
be on the average more destructive than impacts with th
ready fairly large clumps forming inside the wakes in
largeτ case, simply because the effective volume filling f
tor of the irregular small-N clumps is smaller than that of th
larger, nearly spherical aggregates. Due to the same re
they are also more fragile against spontaneous tidal dis
tion.

Figure 11studies the time scale of accretion, in terms
the average duration required for an aggregate to form.
frequency of aggregate formation is defined by

(32)ωacc=
〈

1

Tacc

〉
,

whereTacc is time from the beginning of the simulation
the instant when an aggregate is first observed; this is s
infinity if no aggregate forms at all. Since 20 runs are e
ployed in taking the average for each distance andτ , the
obtainedωacc may be smaller than 1/Tmax, whereTmax is
the maximum duration of the single run; in any caseωacc
is then very uncertain. Theωacc is also limited from above
to 1

2 × Ω
2π

, since snapshots taken only every two orbital
riods are studied. This is not a serious restriction, becaus
very rapid accretion rates would in any case be uncer
being affected by the initial velocity dispersion of the s
tem, before the system has time to achieve a steady-
Figure 11a, displayingωacc versus distance, shows how t
accretion frequency drops rapidly for smallerτ ’s. Mainly
this is due to a reduced impact frequency for smalleτ ,
t

n
-

.

Table 4
Steady-state properties of particle simulations with size distribution ata =
130,000 kma

〈r〉 N ctotal [cm s−1] clocal [cm s−1]
Small 0.68 395 0.48 0.41
Intermediate 1.47 85 0.35 0.29
Large 3.21 19 0.26 0.22

vimp vesc Impacts/orbit
Small–small 0.24 0.05 50/small particle
Small–large 0.20 0.21 110/large particle

5/small particle
Large–large 0.11 0.23 150/large particle

a The simulation system withrmin = 0.5 m, rmax= 5 m, q = 3, was di-
vided into 3 logarithmic size bins (small, intermediate and large), for w
the average velocities were calculated. Average rms-impact velocitie
tween selected size groups are also shown.

studied more quantitatively inFig. 11b. Here the accretio
frequency is shown scaled to impact frequency, calcul
from the average number of impacts per particle,Nacc, be-
fore the first aggregate has formed,

(33)ωacc/ωcoll =
〈

1

Nacc

〉
.

This scaling reduces the shift between the curves for
ferentτ ’s, but it still seems that a larger number of impa
might be required in the lowτ case before accretion, emph
sizing the role of wakes in speeding up the accretion pro
in comparison to just pairwise sticking.
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Fig. 12.Rotation and shape of aggregates. In (a) examples of aggregates formed at different distances (a = 137,000–200,000 km). The standard simulati
case, except withkf = 0.1 was studied: in each case all 500 particles had accumulated into a single aggregate. The projections of the particle distr
the equatorial plane are shown after 100 orbital periods, together witha fitted 3-axial ellipsoid, corresponding to a homogeneous body with the same principal
axis values of the mass tensor as for the simulated aggregate. Note that in each case the longest principal axisâ is nearly radially aligned, and the shortest a
ĉ (∼ spin axis) is close to being perpendicular to the equatorial plane. Note however that the deviation ofĉ from perpendicular direction tend to increase
larger distances (rp < 0.7). All aggregates are shown in the same scale: their typical longaxis are 20–30 m. In (b) the vertical component of the mean sp
the particles (corresponds to the spin of the aggregate fora � 137,000 km), and the principal axis ratiosb/a andc/a are shown as a function ofrp parameter.
Error bars denote standard deviation which arecalculated from the last 10 orbits. Aggregate at distance 200,000 km is also in synchronous rotation but its
rotational axis is tilted. Arrows indicate the axial ratios for the most elongated stable Roche ellipsoid withb/a = 0.511, c/a = 0.483 (seeChandrasekhar
1969).
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4.4. Rotation and shape of aggregates

A brief study of the rotation and shape of the formi
aggregates was also made, using simulations where
tion was included, withkf = 0.1 (Fig. 12). The inclusion
of friction and particle spins makes it easy to measure
aggregate rotation, since when an aggregate forms, the
tive velocities between its particles are rapidly damped,
aggregate behaving almost like a rigid body: thus its ro
tional state is readily obtained from the mean spin of
constituting particles. In the case displayed inFig. 12, the
aggregate formation starts beyonda = 137,000 km. Slightly
inside this distance, the mean spin of particles has a non
vertical component, amounting toωz/Ω ∼ 0.6, being about
twice as large as in the case of non-gravitating particles
agreement with the single experiment inSalo (1995). The ro-
tational state of the eventually formed aggregates is foun
be almost exactly synchronous. Depending on the initial
mation history, however, some decaying oscillations aro
the exact radial alignment may be present even in the en
the simulations (100 orbital periods).

As can be expected, the shape of the aggregates h
general tendency of becoming more spherical for larger
tances when the tidal effects diminish in comparison to self
gravity. In addition, near the inner limit where aggrega
are first obtained, their shape is rather close to that of
Roche-ellipsoids: the arrows inFig. 12indicate the extreme
axial ratios of the last stable Roche ellipsoid as the dista
to the planet is reduced (see,Chandrasekhar, 1969, p. 189).
-

a

However, in individual simulations large deviation from th
trend are visible (Fig. 12b). Most likely this scatter reflect
the sensitivity of the shape to the exact formation history:
shape of the clumps forming via gradual accretion of sin
particles is likely to reflect the tidal environment better th
aggregates formed via a coalescence of several clumps,
ing to retain a memory of their initial more or less rando
shape throughout the simulation.

In each of the smallN examples displayed inFig. 12a,
only one aggregate survived to the end of the simulation
initial clumps rapidly merging into a single body. Howev
with largerN several aggregates can form in the simulat
region (see, e.g.,Fig. 2), and if these are separated by lar
enough radial distances, they can stay stable throughou
simulation (note however that our limiting distanceRgrav for
gravitational calculations makes this somewhat easier tha
reality). In a few simulations also aggregates with a str
temporary retrograde rotation were observed: inspectio
the initial evolution showed that these aggregates formed
a coalescence of two almost equal sized initial clumps, h
ing a favorable impact angular momentum. However, du
the course of the simulation also these initially retrogr
clumps gradually evolved toward synchronous rotation.

5. Discussion and summary

We have performed a simulation survey of the onse
aggregate formation in Saturn’s rings, via localN -body sim-
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ulations including mutual impacts and gravitational for
between particles. Various methods for detection of ac
tion in simulations were compared, suggesting that the
culation of Renyi entropy provides one possible, easily
tomatized method, giving results which agree with th
from the much more tedious visual inspection of simu
tion snapshots. Various simulation method related para
ters were checked, including those related to the used for
method for the calculation of impacts, as well as fact
related to the calculation of self-gravity. In particular,
showed that a potential pitfall exist in our previous cal
lation method of self-gravity(Salo, 1995), which works ad-
equately in the case of gravity wakes, but leads to artifi
rotational instability when long term aggregate evolution
followed. A simple improvement was devised, complet
avoiding this problem while remaining computationally
ficient.

The performed survey indicates that for 1-meter si
identical particles with solid ice densityρ = 900 kg m−3,
and Bridges et al. type velocity-dependent elasticityεn(vn),
the particle groups start forming at distancea = 136,000 km,
when the optical depth is close to the A ring value. T
ically, the transition fromnon-accretion to accretion tak
place over a relatively wide transition zone: only beyon
145,000 km, corresponding torp ≈ 0.84, are stable group
seen in practically all separate experiments. For a con
εn = 0.5 the behavior is about the same as withεn(vn),
whereas forεn = 0.1 the accretion is moved closer to plan
by almost 10,000 km (perfect accretion takes place
rp < 0.87). Inward shift is also obtained when friction
included to the impact model. In the case of power-
size distribution the transition to aggregate formation mo
also significantly inward, about 8000 km in comparis
to identical particles (forq = 3, and 0.5 m< r < 5 m).
For different internal densities these distances scale
(ρ/900 kg m−3)−1/3. In the case of moderately largeτ the
aggregate formation seems to initiate via clumping of wa
in a very short time scale∼ 10 orbital periods, whereas fo
low τ the time scale for accretion increases, mainly du
reduced impact frequency. The final rotational state of
found aggregates is always very near to synchronous
tion.

In Saturn’s rings one can find microscopic dust, mac
scopic ring particles, wakes, clumps, moonlets and mo
In principle, the outer edge of the Saturn’s main ring
a = 136,800 km could be interpreted as the distance bey
which a ring of discrete particles would eventually accr
into larger bodies or moonlets. Interestingly, the stand
model with solid ice density, theBridges et al. (1984)co-
efficient of restitution, combined with the size distributio
leads to the onset of strong accretion at nearly this dista
Clearly this interpretation is not without difficulties, as ev
denced by the existence of the F ring outside the A ring
well by the presence of the satellite Pan in the Encke
Also, there are several factors not addressed in our m
els, like the effects of satellite resonances, or the pos
t

-

.

significance of surface adhesion of particles. Also, the s
ulations a rather crude, having a limited number of parti
and limited timescale. Thus, although we have indicated
expected effect of the main physical parameters (factors
internal density and friction besides theεn and size distribu
tion), drawing any firm conclusions on their exact value
difficult.

Already inside the region of excessive aggregate for
tion a substantial amount of temporary particle groupi
is predicted by the simulations. Indeed, there are evide
for an increased maximum size of particles in the A r
(Showalter and Nicholson, 1990; French and Nichols
2000). On the other hand, the A ring azimuthal brig
ness asymmetry, which seems to be naturally accounte
the presence of gravity wakes(Salo and Karjalainen, 1999
Porco et al., 2001; Salo et al., 2004), also sets constrain
for the maximal strength of accretion: the peak of the as
metry amplitude near 130,000 km is difficult to explain if
the wakes are already very clumpy in this distance(Salo and
Karjalainen, 1999), since the strong longitude dependen
would then be significantly diluted. Clearly, more stud
of the photometric consequences of possible particle ag
gates are required, for example with the methods use
Salo and Karjalainen (2003).

If we assume that significant accretion occurs cont
ously inside the main rings what is then the factor that lim
the aggregate growth and maintains the bulk of the po
law size distribution? For a fixed internal density of an
gregate, the strength of its self-gravity scales proportion
its radius, in exactly the same fashion as the disrupting
and rotational stresses for a nearly synchronously rota
body. In fact, there are factors which could even promo
more efficient growth of bigger aggregates: for example
elasticity of impacts is likely to decrease with the larger
pact speeds implied by the increased escape velocity
growing moonlet. A possible limiting factor is the reduction
in the effective density of the growing moonlet, but at le
so far numerical simulations have not given any evidence
this. Nevertheless, to ascertain this, simulation with sev
orders of largerN ’s should be performed. Another regula
ing factor could be the mutual impacts of aggregates. An
anything else fails, the moonlet will eventually clear a g
preventing, or at least significantly slowing down any sub
quent growth(Srem̌cevíc et al., 2002).

In the present simulations we have focused just on
onset of aggregate formation. Mainly this is due to the
striction of the present method: the fixed number of parti
and the applied strictly periodic boundary conditions. B
cause of the latter ingredient, the free particles surroun
the moonlet are always strongly perturbed by its grav
even when leaving and re-entering the calculation region
order to follow in a realistic manner the subsequent gro
of the aggregate, the evolution of its volume filling fact
rotation and shape, a continuous flow of fresh ring parti
would be required, the distribution of these particle orb
representing the ring regions not yet perturbed by the ag
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gate. Also the effects of mutual impacts between aggreg
should be studied. Eventually, the most feasible metho
address the accretion and its effects on particle size dist
tion is via incorporation of numerical results into analytic
or semi-analytical studies, like those byLongaretti (1989)
andBarbara and Esposito (2002). Work on this direction will
be reported in future studies.
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Appendix A. Approximative treatment of self-gravity

Major part of the CPU consumption in simulations is d
to the calculation of self-gravity. The approximation whe
self-gravity is updated less frequently than the impact for
is thus essential, speeding up the code even by a fact
∼ 100, as compared to the case where self-gravity were
culated at every RK4 step. Earlier simulations(Salo, 1995)
have indicated that gravity update intervals�T ∼ 0.005 or-
bital periods already yield a sufficient accuracy for calcula
tions dealing with the formation of wake structures. Nev
theless, the use of constant forces during�T has potentia
pitfalls, becoming evident when longterm evolution of pa
cle aggregates is studied. This results from a secular incr
of the energy of the particles forming the aggregate, lead
to its eventual rotational instability. The timescale of this
stability is inversely proportional to�T , so that a reduction
of �T is insufficient to remove this problem. However,
this appendix we show how a very simple modification, w
insignificant CPU overhead, cures the instability, the rem
ing secular energy input terms being proportional to�T 3.

In the absence of mutual impact forces, or bound
crossings, the linearized equations(7)–(9)possess an energ
integral,

E =
N∑
i

mi

(
1

2
Vi

2 − 3

2
Ω2xi

2 + 1

2
Ω2zi

2
)

(A.1)− 1

2

N∑
j=1
j �=i

Gmimj

rij
,

whereVi = ẋ2
i + ẏ2

i + ż2
i . Partially inelastic impacts reduc

the total energy, but in the steady-state this dissipation is
anced by the energy input via the periodic radial bounda
corresponding to the viscous gain of energy. The approx
tive calculation of gravity amounts to an extra energy cha
with rate

(A.2)�Ė =
N∑ �Vi · � �Fi,
i

f

e

where� �Fi = �Fi − �F ∗
i is the deviation between the true gra

ity force �Fi and that used in the approximative calculati
�F ∗
i . Now the force�Fi can be expanded to a Taylor series

the timet0 (seeAarseth, 1972),

�Fi(t) = �Fi(t0) + �̇Fi(t − t0) + 1

2
�̈Fi(t − t0)

2 · · · ,
(A.3)(t − t0) < �T,

with

(A.4)�Fi =
N∑

j=1
j �=i

−Gmimj

Rij

r3
ij

,

(A.5)�̇Fi =
N∑

j=1
j �=i

−Gmimj

r3
ij

( �Vij − 3( �Rij · �Vij )r
−2
ij

�Rij

)
,

�̈Fi =
N∑

j=1
j �=i

−Gmimj

r3
ij

× [ �Aij − 6( �Vij · �Rij )r
−2
ij

�Vij

+ [−3
(
v2
ij + �Rij · �Aij

)
r−2
ij + 15( �Rij · �Vij )

2r−4
ij

] �Rij

]
,

(A.6)

where �Rij and �Vij denote the relative position and velo
ity of particle j with respect to particlei at the timet0,

rij = | �Rij | andvij = | �Vij |. The �Aij ’s represent the relativ
accelerations, taking into account both the central field
self-gravity at timet0.

In the case constant forces are used during�T , the lead-

ing term in�Fi = − �̇Fi(t − t0). Averaged over the interva
�T , the corresponding energy error (in principle,�Vij needs
also be expanded as a Taylor series aroundt = t0, but this
does not contribute to the leading term in the error)

�Ė1 = 1

4
�T

N∑
j=1
j �=i

Gmimj

r3
ij

× [
v2
ij − 3( �Vij · �Rij )

2r−2
ij

]
.

(A.7)

In the case�Vij and �Rij are not strongly correlated, this e
ror vanishes since〈v2

ij 〉 ≈ 3〈( �Vij · �Rij )
2r−2

ij 〉. Although this
is not strictly true in any actual wake simulation, the er
averaged over all particle pairs is small in comparison to
dissipative and viscous energy changes, and is thus ac
modated by a slight modification of the steady-state. H
ever, the situation changes completely when an aggre
has formed. If the aggregate is treated as a single sp
cal particle, labeled with the indexj , all the particlesi in
its surface have�Vij · �Rij ≈ 0. Thus,�Ė1 is always posi-
tive. Since the shape of the aggregate is more or less r
its energy dissipation rate is typically very small (or it c
vanish altogether) in comparison to�Ė1, indicating a sec-
ular increase in its energy. In practice this energy incre
manifests as growing oscillations around its initially radia
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Fig. 13. Comparison of gravity calculation methods, using both a constant gravity during the time interval�T (curves labeled by “const”), and by using
linear expansion of force during�T (“linear”). The simulations correspond to the standard case fora = 140,000 km, except that friction is included,kf = 0.1.
The vertical component of the mean spin, normalized to the orbital frequency is shown: in these runs practically all simulation particles collect into a single
aggregate during the first tens of orbital periods: the〈ωz〉/Ω thus equals the spin of the aggregate. In the case of using constant forces, results for�T = 0.001
and 0.005 are compared, indicating how the aggregate first rapidly approachesa nearly synchronous rotation state, however with large, growing oscillatns,
finally stabilizing itself in a state of retrograde rotation. For shorter�T the timescale for this artificial instability is prolonged, roughly proportional to 1/�T .
On the other hand, when using the linear force expansion, the aggregate remains in a synchronous rotation: a small secular inaccuracy is seen with a lger
time step (�T = 0.005; see the insert, where the dashed line indicates the time average of〈ωz〉/Ω for �T = 0.005, calculated from the instantaneous val
shown by points), but this tendency is not visible when�T = 0.0025 (the solid line in the insert).
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aligned orientation. When these oscillations reach a l
enough amplitude, the tumbling of the aggregate beco
chaotic, and simultaneously particles start to leak from
surface. Curiously enough, an apparently stable state ca
achieved if the aggregate happens to reach a state of
grade rotation, withwz ∼ −(1−2)Ω . In this case the aggre
gate has a droplet-like shape, in contrast to the roughl
lipsoidal shape of synchronously rotating aggregates. S
long-duration simulations in (Salo, 1995, see its Fig. 17b
apparently suffered such an artificial behavior, escaping
attention at the time the paper was written (this does
affect any of the conclusions of the paper). Neverthel
this retrograde rotation is an artifact caused solely by a
cumulated numerical errors, and has probably no phy
significance.

The treatment of gravity can be easily improved by
cluding the linear term to the force calculations. In this c
the leading energy error term becomes

�Ė2 = 1

24
�T 2

N∑
j=1
j �=i

−Gmimj

r3
ij

{ �Aij · �Vij − 6( �Vij · �Rij )

× r−2
ij v2

ij + [−3
(
v2
ij + �Rij · �Aij

)
r−2
ij

(A.8)+ 15( �Vij · �Rij )
2r−4

ij

]
( �Vij · �Rij )

}
.

e
-

Again, considering a spherical aggregate with�Vij · �Rij ≈ 0,
the only remaining term is proportional to�Aij · �Vij , reducing
to Ω2(3ẋij xij − żij zij ), as the contribution from the aggr
gate gravity and the Coriolis term of the central force fi
vanish. For small oscillations around the radially align
equilibrium orientation this term is strictly periodic. Th
same appears to be true also for the other terms in Eq.(A.8)
even if small non-zero�Vij · �Rij is allowed. Thus,�Ė2 does
not introduce secular change of energy, the secular erro
ing proportional to�T 3.

Naturally, any Taylor expansion fails for particles expe
encing an impact during�T (corresponds to a discontinui
in their velocities), in which case the linear expansion is
any better approximation than using constant forces. Th
fore, a further refinement ofthe force calculation was als
tested: the nearby particle pairs prone to collide during
step were excluded from the calculation of force expans
and were treated separately by a 4-order RK4. Howe
in practice no difference was seen in comparison to u
linear force expansion for all particles, except considerab
increased CPU time consumption.

To illustrate the practical differences with the two degr
of approximations,Fig. 13compares the fate of aggrega
(in terms of their spin) in simulations with different tim
steps�T , both with the previous method and with the line
approximation. The main purpose is, besides indicating
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reliability of the improved approximation, to warn the p
tential users of the weaknesses of the previous gravity ca
lation method.
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